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When the truth is taboo, out of bounds, forbidden, what does or can a thinking person do? Well, 
either such an individual must cease being a thinking person, remaining at very best a half-thinking 
person—a step so savagely destructive to any true, genuine, and whole thinker as to reduce him or 
her to the status of the walking wounded, destined only for deterioration, even madness. Not so? 
Too dramatic a statement to make? Too strong a thing to say? I myself don’t think so. I think that 
varieties of madness from exactly this sort of cause are visible everywhere around us, far and away 
most often although not always in the form of self-delusion, self-delusion itself being something 
inevitably and necessarily destructive to any mind that may once have been whole.  
 
Most of American popular culture, by no accident, explicitly encourages self-delusion and tirelessly 
rewards it, not only among intellectuals but among everyone. A rather simple example is the way 
that so large a part of the adult male population has been largely redefined over the past several 
decades as the American boy, complete with playground swagger, visored cap, and simian arms held 
out from the torso. Among intellectuals, much the same kind of thing, a parallel kind of reduction or 
diminishment, has also taken place, far, far more frequently than you might imagine. An example of 
this kind of “reduced,” or you might say “child-ized,” intellectual is Garner himself.  
 
In the case of a rare few, the “reduced” state may actually be a deliberate pose or conscious act, a 
kind of very careful playing dumb and pretending to be “anti-elitist” in order not to be fingered as a 
true thinker. Pursuing this route requires maintaining a carefully sustained role, skilled but phony, 
that includes the apparent embrace of popular arts and ideas on the grounds that these are genuine, 
robust, and generated through the energies of “the people.” That popular arts and ideas, in fact, are 
none of these things but are almost wholly pre-fabricated by the ruling powers—this is a rock-bottom 
truth, or rock-bottom falsehood, that the intellectual-in-disguise must pretend to accept as being not 
only natural and proper, but furthermore as being desirable. 
 
Far more often, however—one might almost say infinitely more often—American intellectuals are 
in fact not playing any such role but are genuinely reduced and diminished in such ways as no longer to 
be capable of being whole thinkers while nevertheless still enjoying the prestige of being taken as 
such. Dwight Garner is an example of this latter and vastly more prevalent kind of intellectual.  
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The Garner-style intellectual is not acting, but it really is doing its thinking in ways that are 
minimized, diminished, content with old habits and forms, and, above all, happy to dwell in a 
thought-world from which every bit as much (or more) is omitted as is included.  
 
We have already noted Garner’s statement,1

 

 after his use of the word “sad,” that “sorting through 
the pile of so-called 9/11 novels” is an “exercise. . . that grows more pointless by the day.” 

Our idea of the reason it’s pointless is one that Garner apparently misses by 180 degrees—giving as 
his own reason what may be one of the most astonishingly banal of all such statements ever made. 
His reason is that “They’re all 9/11 novels now.” 
 
And there, unless Garner as an agent in the Ministry of Truth is holding his cards far closer to his 
chest that I think he is, we’re given a glimpse of the true emptiness within him. That “They’re all 
9/11 novels now” is nonsense. As we have seen, the truth is precisely the opposite, with the ruinous, 
deadening truth being that not a single one of them is a 9/11 novel. 
 
What Garner may or may not actually understand and see—we still don’t really know—is that 
importing 9/11, in one way or another, into the machinery of your publishable (“generic; empty; 
tame; establishment-friendly”) novel is a dime-a-dozen thing to do. Everybody does it. It’s no longer 
a mark of distinction for a tale that it include 9/11 as a part of its apparatus, whether in foreground 
or background, whether as plot-trigger or as cute-meet device, as an oozingly ominous faux-
Conradian “theme” (à la DeLillo in Falling Man), or as something heard of distantly from another 
side of the world. 
 
We’re in the grip of a mass, corporate-sanctioned, corporate-sponsored, corporate-fed, corporate-
gratified, corporate-rewarded know-nothingism and ignorance, and we can see evidence of it here, in 
Garner’s thinking. We’re in a situation where all the “best” and all the “published” novelists have, 
long since but doubly so in the aftermath of 9/11, either deliberately or in their happy and marketable 
ignorance, abandoned not only as useless but, much worse, as things being in the way of getting 
published, all of the vital and true elements, aims, and qualities that characterized and informed the 
genre of the modern novel when it really did achieve and express and embody significance: The 
novel, that is, from Joyce to Woolf, Ford to Conrad, Lawrence to Forster, Faulkner to Hemingway, 
Beckett to Waugh. 
 
American literature is dead because American thought-feeling is dead, and the corpo-milito-
governmento powers, visible in Garner’s writing, are doing and will do everything it/they possibly 
can to keep thought-feeling dead—to keep everything that has to do with individual conscience, 
consciousness, and perception in all of America as completely dead as dead can be kept. 
 
Just look, for example, at the language Garner chooses, placidly content with (or merely deaf to?) its 
damning and deceitful, its disinforming metaphors of mass-think and nation-destroying propaganda. 
You think I exaggerate. Well, have a look. Here’s Garner declaring himself to be waiting not for 
Godot but for the Great American 9/11 novel:  
                                                 
1 In a review of Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland, run under the title “The Ashes,” in The New York Times Book Review, 
May 18, 2008: http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/18/books/review/Garner-
t.html?_r=2&scp=1&sq=%22The%20Ashes,%22%20Dwight%20Garner&st=cse 
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It’s impossible, though, to stop scanning the horizon for something else—the bracing, wide-
screen, many-angled novel that will leave a larger, more definitive intellectual and moral 
footprint on the new age of terror. 

 
And are you as appalled and angry as I am? No? You’re lucky, then—and maybe also you’re not a 
writer. How about a simple cliché-check? Let’s “scan the horizon,” shall we? And shall we have 
some real literary talk? Hey, let’s use words like “bracing, wide-screen, many-angled” to get at the 
unique and definitive nature of what the genre of the novel really is: Which is to say, in Garner-land, 
that the novel is not only itself a cliché, but it’s a derivative one, coming into existence not just by 
imitating movies but imitating crappy movies: The “bracing” (whatever that means) and “wide-screen” 
(there’s a junk-metaphor) kind, the “many-angled” (movie, movie, movie) and “larger” (yes, bigger is 
always better in America) kind of TV-on-the-page or movie-on-the-page book that all the publishers 
in Garnerland most love (“generic; user-friendly; empty; tame; establishment-friendly”). 
 
No wonder American literature today is cobbled together only by those in a tribe of centrist-polite 
know-nothingism, of pseudo-writers encouraged by pseudo-critics whose pseudo-ideas lead the 
tribe’s members to believe that the greatest of novels are in fact overblown movies splashed onto 
the page—tribe-members who would never, ever be caught dead actually reading a perceptive, 
individual-voiced, clear-thinking, vitally important literary essay like, say—well, like this one. And for 
damn good reason: The simple truth of this absolutely excellent, brilliant, individually-minded, truth-
seeing essay by David Cogswell, 2

 

 he being a non-citizen of Garnerland, puts every single one of the 
tribalists of easy ignorance right out of business as makers of any serious literature at all. 

Read it and see. Find out about “forbidden thought” as Cogswell explains its existence among us 
here and now (“forbidden thought,” in a nutshell, is the truth). And find out how forbidden thought 
affects the nature of “publishing” in America today—how forbidden thought Garnerizes it, you 
might say. 
  
And so for the moment we end, having sipped once again from the stale well of a dead literature, 
written by dead authors, urged into being by dead critics. The next sufficiently great contender in 
this contest of the non-beings, Garner sings, will be that trumpeted-one who “will leave a larger, 
more definitive intellectual and moral footprint on the new age of terror.” 
 
Holy shit, thinks me, did you hear what the deadman just said? I guess an “intellectual and moral 
footprint” is sort of like a carbon footprint, but oddly so, since with carbon footprints, it’s the 
smaller the better, while here the deadman is looking for big, big, big! But let it go. The true death being 
spoken in the deadman’s words comes through when he talks with such uplift and eagerness and 
anticipation about the great new field of potential material for deadnovelists: “THE NEW AGE OF 
TERROR”!  
 
Ah, yes! yes! Yes, I said, yes! The New Age of Terror!3

                                                 
2 “See No Evil,” in Online Review (Feb. 27, 2008): 

 It’s far, far greater than the New Age of the 
Enlightenment, or the New Jerusalem, or the New Frontier! It’s wonderful! It’s full of promise and 

http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_3001.shtml  
3 Please see Edward S. Herman and David Peterson, “There Is No ‘War on Terror,’” from Znet (Jan. 8, 2008): 
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article19117.htm  
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challenge for all the American deadwriters of the American deadfuture! And while Netherland is 
pretty much a small-boned and wimpy contender, it will just have to do for now, being  
 

the wittiest, angriest, most exacting and most desolate work of fiction we’ve yet had about 
life in New York and London after the World Trade Center fell. 

 
Fell? In Garnerland, much as in Oceania, you see, having huge buildings spectacularly demolished by 
your own government and by agents, assets, and allies of your own government means that what 
happened is that those buildings “fell.” In Garnerland, they “fell,” but in the small, tiny, under 
populated country of Trueland, in the land, that is, of those still capable of depending—and being 
courageous enough to depend—on their own powers of observation and common sense, the 
buildings were demolished or brought down, “pulled,”4 or caused to collapse.5 And all of that effort 
was expended for what? Well, it was expended for the Disney-esque and cartoonish fabricating of 
what didn’t exist before and still doesn’t exist (except in the minds of deadmen or witting 
malefactors), the Great New Age of Terror that will make such great business for all the “defense” 
industries, will allow for the killing of the republic and the stripping away6

 

 of its people’s rights and 
freedoms, plus—happy, happy be all those in Garnerland!—creating a vast deadland that will be built 
on lies that will in turn be swallowed as truth, most especially by the deadcritics and deadeditors who 
will sing the praises of the non-truth, the death-truth, and raise hymns of praise for that lucky, lucky 
deadwriter or deadnovelist who can write a deadbook that will “leave a larger, more definitive 
intellectual and moral footprint on the new age of terror” than any other deadman! 

It’s brilliant, it’s beautiful, it’s wonderful! It’s full of promise, but it’s more full of death, more full of 
emptiness, more full of deadmen, more full of deadsociety, more full of deadliterature, more full of 
deadthink, and much, much, much more full of treachery and traitorousness coming from just about 
every source of deadauthority that you can either name or imagine. 
 
In tiny little Trueland, on the other hand, people are still capable of reading real books instead of the 
ersatz, generic, lie-filled, fraudulent, insignificant, establishment-friendly, betrayal-books that they’re 
urged to read by the highest authorities in all of Garnerland, books by those deadwriters who tell, 
and re-tell, and then tell again the biggest of all possible lies, earning the highest praises from 
Garnercommittees, being listed on prestigious Garnerlists, and, above all, over and over proving 
themselves to be generic, empty, tame, establishment-friendly, and dedicatedly treacherous in their 
love of Garnerland and their hatred of that conspiracy-filled little dump of a place that’s filled with 
nothing but “nut-cases,” Trueland. 
 
With mind-cancer and soul-cancer and perception-cancer so virulent and overwhelmingly 
destructive as this, alive and sucking the blood and fiber and tissue out of the very center of the 

                                                 
4 See Larry Silverstein admitting on television that WT7 was in one way or another rigged to come down: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WYdAJQV100  
5 Update: We know now, thanks to the research of Dr. Judy Wood, that the buildings didn’t “collapse” at all but 
were in fact turned into dust by a process of molecular dissociation brought about by the use of directed energy 
weaponry. Study it all for yourself via abundant and irrefutable scientific evidence at 
http://www.drjudywood.com/ and in Where Did the Towers Go? Evidence of Directed Free-Energy Technology on 
9/11 (2011): http://wheredidthetowersgo.com/ 
6 Again, see this indispensible timeline of Constitutional destruction so far: 
http://www.kickthemallout.com/article.php/Story-Bill_of_Rights_Attack_Timeline  
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nation’s literary, intellectual, and aesthetic life, how long can that nation conceivably endure, even in its 
present, dead-populated, condition?  
 
The question is moot, I suppose, the place being dead already, as Jason Miller brilliantly and 
impassionedly shows us.7

 
 

Who the devil was Winston Churchill? Damned if I know. I do know, though, that in the Garner 
States today, it’s much, much better not to know than it is to know almost anything. Much safer. Just 
ask Garner himself. He’ll tell you. And I also know something else. I know that never before in the 
history of this nation and I suspect of any other has so great a lie been foisted so successfully on so 
many by so few. 
 
There’s far worse to come, but it will have to wait until next time. God help us all. 
 
      —Eric Larsen 
      —July 26, 2008 
 

                                                 
7 See Jason Miller, “Murdering God: Of Shotguns, American Capitalism, and Moral Expediency,” in Online Journal 
(July 17, 2008): http://onlinejournal.com/artman/publish/article_3503.shtml  
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